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Short Answer:
When composition, strain rate, stress or other property
changes rapidly compared to correlation length or mean
free path
Show examples for interfaces, fluids confined to
nanometer scales and flows where continuum equations
predict singularities
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Atomic Interactions Fix Continuum Behavior
Continuum models need:
Boundary conditions (BC) + Constitutive Relations
velocity or stress
stress vs. strain (rate)
slip, friction, adhesion
viscous, elastic, plastic
Traditionally assume simple form, fit to experiment:
Assume no-slip for fluids,
Simple analytic functions
simple friction and
Linear response gives
adhesion laws for solids.
viscosity or elastic modulii
Atomistic simulations allow tests of these assumptions
→ Down to what scale do continuum equations apply?
→ Is there new mesoscopic behavior between atomic and
bulk?
→ Do usual assumptions for BC and constitutive laws work?
→ What aspects of atomic behavior are most important to
macroscopic behavior?

Basics of Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Choose initial positions & velocities of atoms or molecules
Integrate Newton’s equations numerically in time steps of dt
Calculate forces from interaction potentials between atoms
Calculate new positions & velocities after time step dt
Calculate new forces and repeat
 As system evolves, follow detailed motion of atoms
average quantities (pressure, temperature, volume, force,
energy, heat flow, work, scattering cross-section, …)
that would measure in an experiment or calculate in
equilibrium using thermodynamics
 Can work in microcanonical ensemble (fix energy, volume, N)
or add extra degrees of freedom to work at fixed T, p, 
(i.e. allow bounding walls to move in and out under fixed p)
Should choose limit closest to experiment
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Simulations: Generic behaviorsimple potential
•Spherical molecules, LennardLennard-Jones (LJ) interactions:
12
VLJ=4
=4ij [(a
[(aij/r) -(aij/r)6] for r<r
r<rc (usually rc=21/6a)
•Add unbreakable FENE bonds to make n-mers
•Solid walls  Usually flat surface of fcc crystal (111)
Usually rigid or atoms held to sites by springs
springs
•Characteristic LJ energy and length depend on species
w – solid wall, 1 and 2 – fluid atoms
Vary 12, a12, make fluids miscible or immiscible
Vary Iw, aIw, change wetting, flow BC
•Units: average a (0.3nm), , m, and =a(m/
=a(m/)1/2 (3ps)
•Concentration gradients
with Maxwell demon wall
→ one way transport
z
y

x

Continuum Eqs: Newtonian, steady, low Re, Ma
Conservation of each species i:
i-mass density, ui velocity

 α ( ρi uiα )  0

 α βα  0
Conservation of momentum:
=stress tensor, =-p, p-pressure

 xz  b  z u x
Constitutive relation for stress:
b - viscosity, u=mass-averaged velocity
ux
Need BC’s: u =0,  =const
iz

zz

ux(0) = slip velocity or length Ls ?
uix(0)-ux(0) = surf. diffusion?
xz(0)-xz(wall) = surf. stress?

Ls

z
x

wall at z=0

Want to apply to nearly molecular scale flows
Have fit both sharp interface and mesoscopic BC’s
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Single Fluid Structure
• Near walls – layering
& in-plane order
• - local 
• Average over layers to
∆ - layer ave.
generate mesoscopic model
and compare with continuum
• Choice of wall position z=0
is not unique at molecular
level.
• Choose center of first layer of solid atoms
Midpoint between solid and fluid layer gives same physics,
different numbers
• Polymers, complex fluids, generally less layering can use
continuous variables to smaller scale

Fluid Structure Near Wall
• Near walls – fluid atoms show
layering & in-plane order
• - local 
• Layering has period and decay
∆ - layer ave.
length of pair correlation
function
• Magnitude of first peak
grows with adhesion force
smoothness of surface
NOT related to viscous friction
Biggest peak for flat featureless wall which exerts zero drag because
of translational invariance.
• Barrat and Bocquet (PRL82, 4671, ’99) argue slip larger for
nonwetting case but no direct connection between wetting and slip
• In same way, friction is not directly related to adhesion
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WallInduces layering
Density vs. height z between walls

Deviations from no-slip BC
Viscosity  bulk within ~ 

Thompson
& Robbins
PRA41,
6830
(1990))

Single Fluid Slip
• Bulk flow extrapolates (lines)
to u(0)  uwall (shaded bars)
us  u(0)-uwall
• Define local  from local v
zvx(z)=xz
(or finite difference)
• Then find Navier slip condition
us 
Ls 



w



b

b

w

dz  z ( u  v )  L s 

xz

us

us

monomers

16-mers

/ b

dz ( b /   1 )

• Ls> 0 slip, Ls < 0 stick
• Ls/a typically ~-2 – 20a can be
much bigger for polymers

16-mers
exponential
decay

(Thompson & Robbins PRA41, 6830 (1990))
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In-plane Order Controls LS

(r)

Layer 2

S(q)

Layer 1

• Fluid atoms cluster between
wall atoms
• Atoms in next fluid layer
between atoms of first layer
• Quantify with S(q)=|(q)|2

Results for all interaction
parameters, densities, collapse
when plotted against Smax= S(G)
Thompson & Robbins PRA41, 6830 (1990))

Boundary Conditions For Mixtures?
•What “average” velocity should we apply the
boundary condition (& const. relation) to?
•Mass average u= (1u1 + 2u2)/ 
•Number average?
•Volume average?
•Koplik and Banavar, PRL 80, 5125 (‘98).
v1=v2 at wall, both vanish.
•Ganesan & Brenner, PRL 82, 1333 (’99); PRE 61, 6879 (‘00).
If true, not a useful B.C. for macroscopic equations: D=0.
•Denniston and Robbins, PRL 87, 178302 (‘01), JCP 125, 214102 (‘06)
Diffusion leads to v1v2, wetting drives flows, no unique
choice of average velocity for BC’s
 Unexpected contributions to slip velocity
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Diffusion in Concentration Gradient
Maxwell Demon’s Wall
Lennard-Jones interactions

z
y

Diffusion  bulk on same
length as viscosity  bulk
Slip  D higher at wall

x

slip

JA=A(uA-u)=-DcA

stick

Simulation times ~ s.

Generalized Slip Boundary Condition
• Sharp interface model for slip can only depend on
b ,   and  c
continuum values at wall: xz
x
x 1
=surface stress, c1=concentration of species 1
 f1 f 2 



x
   D x c1
b xz b
 c1 c2 
Ls   dz (b /   1)

us 

Ls

b 

Lm

Lm   dz (b /  )( xz   xz (0)) /  x

• Usual Navier condition is limiting case x →0
• fi depend on relative momentum transfer of two
components – last term vanishes for some average u
BUT which depends on atomic interactions, mass,…
For any other average can have net flow with no drag
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Generalized Slip Boundary Condition
Atomistic flows fit by generalized sharp interface
boundary conditions down to scales ~ a few nm
• Sharp interface model for slip can only depend on
continuum values at wall: xz, x and xc1
=surface stress, c1=concentration of species 1
• Stress balance →  xz   xzb ( w)   xzwall   x 
• Slip boundary condition

 f1 f 2 



x
   D x c1
b xz b
 c1 c2 
Navier Surface stress Diffusive

us 

Ls

b 

Lm

• fi depend on relative momentum transfer of two
components – can have net flow with no drag

Marangoni Surface Stress
• Surface stress x near wall since xx=yyzz=-p
b

   d z ( xx  p)
w

• Force balance gives
shear stress BC

 xz   xzb ( w)   xzwall   x

xz a

asymmetric wetting

-p
Stress BC obeyed in
simulations
Gradient in xx in fluid
drives interfacial flow

∂x a

LM   dz (b /  )( xz   xz (0)) /  x
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Wetting + Conc. Gradient → Couette or
Poisseuille-like flow between static walls

2 rich

1 rich

z
x
us
us
us ~ m/s

z/a

z/a

Wetting + Conc. Gradient → Nanomotor
1 rich

2 rich
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Optimize Parameters for Nanomotor


Efficiency of interfacial stress transfer b  dz (b /   1)( xz   xz (0)) /  x

vx a/

Δxz a3/

Surface stress
~MPa

Velocities
~m/s
z/a

x a3/

Flow Without Drag – Neutral Wetting
us 

Ls

b

b 
xz

f
f 
 x   1  2  D x c1
b
 c1 c2 
Lm

=0

≠0 if m1 > m2, couple to wall
differently, etc.

P>0
P=0

P<0

Mass flux due to diffusion
with no pressure gradient.
Adding pressure gradient
→Extra Poiseuille flow with
constant Ls

Denniston & Robbins, PRL 87, 178302 (‘01); JCP 125, 214102 (‘06)
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Flux of Individual Species
•Large diffusive flux
Ji=i(vi-v)
•Const in center
since xi , D const.
•Drops near walls
since xi , D drop

v1

asymmetric
wetting
symmetric
wetting

v2
v1

v2

Test of Slip Boundary Condition
Measured slip ♦ agrees with calculated □
us 

Ls

b

b 
xz

f
f 
 x   1  2  D x c1
b
 c1 c2 
Lm

Constant Ls
~ -0.6a, stick
Constant Lm
~ 0.7a

♦measured slip
□ calculated

Diffusion term =0
for identical atoms

Ls term

x term
Denniston & Robbins,
JCP 125, 214102 (‘06)
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Summary for Solid Fluid Interfaces
Atomistic flows fit by generalized sharp interface
boundary conditions down to scales ~ a few nm
• Stress balance →  xz   xz ( w)   xz
• Slip boundary condition
b

wall

  x

 f1 f 2 



x
   D x c1
b xz b
 c1 c2 
Navier Surface stress Diffusive

us 

Ls

b 

Lm

Can choose average velocity to make last term vanish,
but not always mass, number or volume average
• Considered design and optimization of nanomotors
and pumps: us ~ m/s , stresses ~ MPa

What about Fluid Interfaces?

Roughness Reduces Slip

Ls/

h =rms roughness – implemented different ways
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Slip at Fluid/Fluid Interfaces
Motivation: Mechanical properties of polymer/polymer interfaces
crucial to adhesion and to processing of polymer blends.
Typically assume no slip at boundary in continuum models,
but analytic work and experiment indicate slip should occur.
Impose shear gradient normal to interface between symmetric,
immiscible oligomers – short, unentangled chains
Examine structure and viscosity as vary:
immiscibility, chain length N, shear rate
Length s* of polymer segments that enter interfacial region is
only of order aI2, where aI is interface width.
As suggested by de Gennes, interfacial viscosity I equals bulk
viscosity of chains of length s*.
Find slip length scales as N/s* for Rouse chains, will increase
dramatically for entangled chains.
Shear thinning of interface like that for chains of length s*

Effect of Degree of Immiscibility *
Extra repulsion * between unlike monomers
 Increasing * narrows interface
shorter chain segments s* in interface

Smaller s*  decrease in interfacial
viscosity
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Flow Profile shows slip at interface
Mean profile shows jog that can be
included as extra width = slip length
Extra repulsion e* between unlike
monomers

Different species
(open and closed symbols)
have different velocities
near interface

Variation of Interfacial Viscosity with Immiscibility
When s*<N, interfacial viscosity is
 independent of chain length N
 much smaller than bulk viscosity
 amount of slip increases with N
Value of interfacial viscosity I
(and shear thinning!) consistent
with de Gennes’ argument: I =
bulk viscosity of chains with radius
of gyration equal to 1.6 times the
interface width.
Barsky & Robbins, Phys. Rev. E63,
021801 (2001); E65, 021808 (2002)
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Viscosity ↔ Chain Width Along Velocity Gradient

Both interface and shear rate
contract chain along gradient
direction and lower viscosity

Barsky & Robbins, Phys. Rev. E63,
021801 (2001); E65, 021808 (2002)

Capillary Adhesion

Capillary adhesion grows in importance as dimensions shrink
→ Failure mode of MEMs, yield and flow of granular matter
Expect continuum equations fail in same limit
→ Find limits, determine behavior at nanometer scale
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Capillary Bridge and Capillary Adhesion
 Strength and flow properties of
granular materials (food, drugs,
chemicals,…)

Tip

s
∆p

 AFM experiments
 Failure of microelectromechanical systems

h

s

…

Substrate

Bridge shape given by Young-Laplace equation
p = (1/r1+1/r2) – pressure drop across interface
=surface tension, ri = principal radii of curvature
Fluid interface hits solid at contact angle 
Capillary adhesion – Laplace pressure + surface tension
Fad = s2p + 2s sin(t+)
Down to what scale does continuum picture hold?

Capillary Bridge and Capillary Adhesion
α

 Strength and flow properties of
granular materials (food, drugs,
chemicals,…)

R
α

s
θt

r
h

1

θs

 AFM experiments

z
x

 Failure of microelectromechanical systems
…

Bridge shape given by Young-Laplace equation
p = (1/r1+1/r2) – pressure drop across interface
=surface tension, ri = principal radii of curvature
Fluid interface hits solid at contact angles s and t
Capillary adhesion – Laplace pressure + surface tension
Fad = s2p + 2s sin(t+)
Down to what scale does continuum picture hold?
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Continuum Theories of Capillary Adhesion
Solve Young-Laplace equation
numerically (Ott et al. 1975)
α R
Constant Laplace pressure Δp
α
across interface Δp=(1/r1+1/r2)
s
 – surface tension
z
ri – principal radii of curvature
θ
r1
t
h
Intersect solids at equilibrium
x
contact angles – t and s
θs
given by balance of interfacial
tensions
Consider non-volatile fluid→ constant volume
Adhesion force sum of Laplace pressure times area and surface
tension times circumference: Fad = s2p + 2s sin(t+)
Also show “circle approximation” in some cases. Assumes
circular cross-section of interface

Simulation Methods

z
r

 Fluid – short bead-spring chains, 4 spherical beads
Covalent bonds on chain → UFENE =0.5kR02 ln[1-(r/R0)2]
Interchain →Lennard-Jones (LJ) ULJ=4[(/r)12-(/r)6]
Surface tension at T=0.7/kB: =0.22/ ~25mN/m
Hydrocarbons:  ~0.5nm,  ~0.15eV,  / ~50pN, /2~0.1N/m
 Rigid tips: R=8 to 120nm or flat plate R=∞, different surfaces
 Substrate: usually rigid (001) crystal surface (60nm×60nm)
Also elastic solid 30nm deep ~ semi-infinite
 LJ interaction of fluid beads with tip/substrate atoms
Adjust relative ,  to change interfacial energies →s, t
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Tip Geometries
Vary atomic scale structure of tip to see how affects adhesion
→Surface roughness changes  and thus Fad at large h
→Also changes layering forces at small h
Bend crystal into sphere
(use this in most cases)
Cut sphere from crystal

Or from amorphous solid

Contact Angles – Cylinder or Sphere
a

θ


SL

SV

2b

Contact angle θ related to interfacial
tensions via Young’s equation:

Liquid cylinder on
amorphous solid

 cos    SV   SL

Found to hold to ~10
Thompson & Robbins JAST 1993

Contact angles and surface
tension are all that enter
continuum theory
Measure on “large” drops
No hysteresis or line tension

Nanodrop on substrate
θ = 74°, b = 31.7σ, a = 22.7σ
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Tests of Young-Laplace Equation
Thompson & Robbins JAST 1993

10

Pressure drop p=/r and
cos()=(w1-w2)/ consistent with
independently measured ’s for r
down to ~5

Equilibrium Contact Angle

Equilibrium Angle

Equilibrium Angle

Find equilibrium angle ~ independent of starting configuration
→ Negligible contact angle hysteresis
Same angle for cylinders ● and spherical caps ■
→ Negligible line tension effects
Different angles for different tip structures.

Starting Angle

Rigid amorphous substrate

Starting
StartingAngle
Angle

Rigid commensurate substrate
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Rate Dependent Force Hysteresis at Small h
All following → steady state at fixed tip height

Approach

Stepped
F 

F 

Commensurate

Retract

h/

h/

Incommensurate

Amorphous

V=0.001

F 

F 

V=0.002

V=0.0005/

h/

h/

Capillary Force F vs. Separation h
For h>20σ, continuum provides accurate description
For 10σ<h<20σ less adhesion than predicted
For h<10σ, oscillatory structure in force
R=100σ, bent crystal tip

For h<2-3σ
hysteresis in F
Chains enter
glassy state
Elasticity of
substrate
important
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Capillary Force For Different Tip
Radii
R=100σ

R=400σ

R=∞

Same drop volume in each case
Force grows with R because drop
flattened into larger area
Continuum accurate to smaller h
Oscillations in force - larger and
more coherent as R increases

Oscillatory Force → Layering
• Sharp boundary from substrate plus peaks in pair correlation
function of fluid → layers
• First at fluid/substrate spacing, next offset by fluid/fluid spacing
• Force oscillations when layering from two walls overlaps
Small when integral number of layers, rises as compress layers,
drops when expel layer
Horn & Israelachvili, JCP
1981
• Tip curvature frustrates layers,
number of layers varies with
local tip/substrate separation
Density r vs. height z
between flat plates
OCMTS
and mica
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Pressure Distribution on Substrate


Integral Fρ over central region of radius ρ F   p r  d r
2




2

0

For constant pressure: Fρ= p πρ
Large h → constant p plus surface tension at circumference
Note that surface tension term changes sign of force
Small h → additional oscillations in center from layering,
number of layers varies with ρ
→ oscillations yield net offset in force, changes rapidly with h

R=100σ

R=100σ

Inner Contribution to Capillary Force
Offset represents total contribution from central oscillations
Negligible for h>10σ,
More pronounced as R increases
→larger regions with same number of layers
Not captured by continuum model – What about remainder?
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Capillary Force: Inner Contribution Subtracted
R=100σ

Remainder includes Laplace
pressure plus surface tension at
circumference of contact
•Systematic upwards shift in F
•Most pronounced for small R
•Similar for all tip shapes
•Is Laplace pressure changed?
•Is surface tension different?

Capillary Force: Inner Contribution Subtracted
R=100σ

Remainder includes Laplace
pressure plus surface tension at
circumference of contact
•Systematic upwards shift in F
•Most pronounced for small R
•Similar for all tip shapes

R=400σ
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Incommensurate Tip R=100
Lattice constant / that of substrate: 0.94437
Total Force

Total Force – Inner Force

Similar behavior:
• Oscillations in total force
for h<10
• Oscillations come from
central region
• Systematic decrease in
attractive force at small h

Stepped Tip R=100

•Also see oscillations
plus repulsive shift.
•Numbers different
than for bent tips
because of change in
contact angle.
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Amorphous Tip R=100

•Total force shows
slightly smaller
oscillations because
surface rougher.
•Outer contribution
shifted by smaller
amount
•Is Laplace pressure
changed?
•Is surface tension
different?

MR15

Measured vs. Predicted Pressure in Drop
R=100σ

Examine pressure in drops that
are big enough that no layering in
outer region
Determine p = π-1dF/dρ2

R=400σ

Find systematic deviation in p
Larger than predicted at small h
Consistent with change in
capillary force
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Slide 50
MR15

pi rho^2 ~6000, Delta p=.002 ->12
Mark Robbins, 3/23/2009

Pressure Contribution to Total Force
capillary adhesion:
pressure contribution
(measurement)

(prediction)

Deviation of pressure contribution to total force is
comparable to deviation in total force.
What causes this deviation? Failure of Laplace Equation?

Pressure Anisotropy in Outer Region
measured Pzz

expected ∆p

R=100
h=3.65

Pzz, Prr

measured ∆p

measured Prr

Height at
outer edge
~12

z/σ
• Small anisotropy in pressure in outer region
• Pzz independent of z, consistent with force on wall
• Prr averaged over layers to minimize oscillations,
affected by interfacial tension within ~2-3 of walls,
Central value consistent with continuum Laplace pressure
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Pressure Anisotropy Between Flat Plates
Separation=4.81
measured ∆p

Pzz, Prr

measured Pzz

expected ∆p

Prr
measured Prr

z/σ
Pressure anisotropy increases as layer thins
Pzz and Prr have opposite sign here!
Radial stress in center matches p from Laplace Eq.
This radial component must balance curvature at center z

Pressure Anisotropy Decreases with Separation
measured Pzz

measured ∆p

Separation=10.31

expected ∆p
measured Prr

Pressure nearly isotropic and consistent with both ∆p
measured from total adhesion force and predicted by
continuum theory
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Capillary Conclusions
 Capillary adhesion force agrees with continuum predictions
for tip separations ht10-20 ~5-10nm
Deviates at larger h for smaller tip radius R
 For hd10 force oscillates due to layering
Most pronounced for large R, smooth surfaces
 For hd10 also have decrease in average adhesion ~50%
→ Mean normal pressure in drop > continuum prediction
 Radial pressure most important in balancing interfacial
curvature and consistent with Laplace pressure

Interface Width and the Singularity at Moving
Contact Lines
Mark O. Robbins and Shengfeng Cheng
Department of Physics & Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University
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Eighteenth International Conference on the Discrete Simulation of
Fluid Dynamics, Beijing, China, July 6-10, 2009
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Hydrodynamics → Singularity at Moving Contact Line
Static Equilibrium

Moving Contact Line (CL)


Fluid 1

s
solid

Fluid 2

s

s
contact line

Fluid 1 :
advancing

app

Fluid 2 :
receding

R
x
U

solid

No-slip Condition

Young’s Equation (1800s)

γ cos θs  γ2 s  γ1s

viscous stress 

u x U
~
x
z

Stress singularity at moving CL !!
Infinite force to displace CL !

Why Isn’t This Singularity Understood?
Tough to answer experimentally since all models give same large scale
(>1m) behavior → MD simulations can resolve nm scales


Precursor film (P. G. de Gennes)
Singularity cut off at film thickness t, BUT don’t expect film in all cases
and doesn’t explain how film spreads without singularity



Breakdown of no-slip BC
Finite slip length, time for interface to equilibrate, …
MD simulations – slip, no-slip or stick on atomic scales (~nm)



Breakdown of hydrodynamics
Must fail at atomic scale – down to what size is hydrodynamics valid?
MD simulations → singularity cut off at one or two atomic diameters
BUT only considered completely immiscible fluids
(Koplik, Banavar & Willemsen, 1988; Thompson and Robbins, 1989)



Finite Interface Width and Diffusion (Chen, Jasnow & Vinals 2000)
Predict diffusion dominates on scale that diverges as v→0
Removes singularity
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MD Simulations

U

z
x
U = 0.006 σ/τ

• Walls move → interface static
• Spherical molecules, repulsive LennardLennard-Jones (LJ) interactions :
12
VLJ (r) = 4εij [(σ/r) – (σ/r)6] , r < rc = 21/6 σ
• Greater repulsion between unlike species: ε ii= ε, ε 12 = 5-7ε
• Lennard-Jones Units : m, ε, σ, τ = σ(m/ε)1/2 .
• Periodic boundary conditions: Lx = 228σ, Ly = 16σ, Lz = 34σ .
• Density ρav=0.85 m/σ3 .
• Rigid walls, (111) surface of fcc crystal, wi choose to give desired BC
Usually: Neutral wetting s=90o , no-slip

Apparent Contact Angle vs Capillary Number

LS ~ 0 σ

θapp

(no-slip BC)

Measure θapp at center R vs.
capillary number Ca=U/
All results fit Cox’s theory:
g(θapp)-g(θ0)=Ca [ln(R/s) +Q]
at small Ca, unstable if θ>135
Find interface width matters,
but only when quite wide
Changes in flow boundary
condition much bigger effect

□ ξ ~ 1 σ, γ ~ 1.81 ε/σ2
○ ξ ~ 2 σ, γ ~ 0.40 ε/σ2
Δ ξ ~ 3 σ, γ ~ 0.23 ε/σ2
▲ ξ ~ 4 σ, γ ~ 0.10 ε/σ2


ξ ~ 6 σ, γ ~ 0.05 ε/σ2
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Effect of Flow BC Far from CL

g  app , M   g  s , M   Ca ln( R / S )  Q 
M   a /  r ,  s   w ,  app   m

Left (♦): Ls ~ -0.9 σ, Q ~ 3.2
Middle: Ls ~ 0 σ, Q ~ 1.0
Right (■): Ls ~ 3.0 σ, Q ~ 0.55

 θapp agrees with Cox’s theory at small Ca, deviations at large Ca.
 Q closely related to dissipation, decrease as Ls increases.
 Instability of fluid/fluid interface when about θapp > 135°.

Flow and Concentration Fields Near Contact Line
Vector parallel to
velocity,
length  speed
Symbols →interface
Gray scale:
(c1-c2)/(c1-c2)eq
1 correspond to
concentrations of
coexisting phases
Diffusive flux
Interface width
increases near solid
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Effect of Interface Width and Slip Length on Slip Profile

Slip (U-vx)/U is
independent of U
Slip decreases as
interface width
increases
BUT range of
perturbation does not
change with width

Electro-Wetting on Dielectric (EWOD)
Electrowetting → Change in contact angle with applied voltage
Allows: Fluid drops to be guided on surface,
Drop shape to be changed – active lenses
Questions: Can mechanism be used at nanometer scale?
Why does contact angle saturate before perfect wetting?
Equilibrium:  fixed by balance between interfacial tensions
Young’s eqn:  cos 0 + sl = sv
Minimizing energy of capacitor with voltage V
Lippmann’s eqn.: cos  – cos 0 = є0 єr V2/2dcV2/2
c= capacitance/area

0
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Experiments: Saturation at High Voltage
Can not achieve complete wetting – two explanations
1) Negative effective tension sl = sl0 – cV2/2 < 0
Quinn et al., J. Phys. Chem. B109, 6268 (2005).

2) Dielectric breakdown
Papathanasiou et al., J. Appl. Phys. 103, 034901, (2008)
EWOD on SiO2 + Cytop

EWOD with 12.88 m PDMS on Gold

40
Experimental Data
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Nanoscale Simulations of EWOD
y
z

x

d’



Fluid – short LJ chains, T=0.7ε/kB
Usually 6192 monomers in chains of length 4 or 8



Charge one monomer on some chains to increase V



Rigid solid substrate w=0.61m-3, Change sf to change θ0



Perfect conductor at depth d’.
Measure capacitance c separately using simulations of uniform film.



Periodic boundary conditions: Usually Lx=114.6, Lz=10.6, Ly=2Lx
Correct to remove effect of periodic images along y
Drop radius ~10 much smaller than Lx, Ly



Uniform dielectric constant
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Numerical Approach
• Direct summation of long range interactions is
prohibitive for large systems.
• Use Particle-particle particle-mesh with
multigrid method for solving Poisson equation

PM

PP

Rc

EWOD: Density Contours
no charge

20 charges

40 charges

60 charges

Monomer
Density

Charge
Density
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Comparison to Lippmann Equation
Green and red
- different εsf → θ0
Blue – change єr
Δ chain length 4
■ chain length 8
Lines – Lippmann
with no fit params.

V

As in experiment, θ follows Lippmann at small V then saturates
Saturation not explained by previous models, chain length key

New Microscopic Equation
Lippmann Equation derived from energy minimization with
assumed geometry. May be violated.
Forces must balance everywhere in simulation
Consider region around contact line.

sl

θ

sv

Net force must be zero → Fx =  Lz [cos θ – cos θ0]
Fx = Force from electric field on charge within region, θ at edge
Note that θ → θ0 as the region closes down on the contact line,
but relation only works if region smaller than interface width
Choose region big enough to include most of electric field ~5σ
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New Microscopic Equation
Green and red
- different εsf → θ0
Blue – change єr
Δ chain length 4
■ chain length 8
Lines assume bulk
surface tensions.
See small change
with charge
Fx/Lz
Force balance holds at all voltages BUT Fx saturates.
Saturation depends on chain length.
At high field molecules leave drop, screen field at drop edge

Change in Angle with Position
Interface Shape

Fx/Lz=0
y/

Away from contact
line interface ≈ circle

Angle vs. Height
θ

Deviates where field
is appreciable ~3σ

Within ~interface
width the microscopic
relation breaks down
so not equal to θ0

y/

Fx/Lz=0.6

y/

At surface θ → θ0
because force from
external field → 0

θ

simulation
circle

Fx/Lz=1.05
θ

x/

z/
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Electrowetting Conclusions
• Continuum theory works down to scales of
order interface width – a few molecular diam.
• BUT Lippmann equation only valid when
droplet remains intact
• Saturation inconsistent with previous models.
• Saturation associated with molecules or
droplets being ejected when field at contact
line exceeds threshold. This charge screens
drop edge and field saturates.

For Some Problems MD Simulations Are Too Slow
• Behavior controlled by processes on wide range of lengths and times
→ Flow boundary conditions on rough surfaces with bumps on
many scales
→Complex geometry may make parametrization of boundary
condition difficult
• Singular behavior in one region coupled to large scale flow in others
→ Corner flow, contact line motion
• Want to include relevant physics from all scales
• Multiscale approach → Couple calculations at different scales
Two basic paradigms:
Sequential or hierarchical – Do separate calculations at each scale,
pass the results between scales
Concurrent – Do simultaneous coupled calculations with different
resolutions and physical description in different regions
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Linking Atomistic and Continuum Regions
Three overlap regions where solve both continuum and MD
Outermost  Continuum solution gives MD boundary condition
Innermost  MD gives continuum boundary condition
Middle  Two solutions equilibrate independently
Fluids: Apply boundary conditions to velocities
Solids: Apply boundary conditions to displacements
Streamlines in L~0.3mm channel with moving
top wall. Atomistic solution in small area
(green) removes continuum singularity

Model contact region atomistically,
elastic deformations with finite-elements,
constrain deformations in overlap region

Fluid Continuum – Incompressible Navier-Stokes
 t u  u   u





1



 p    2u

 u  0

Material
properties

Projection method (time splitting, staggered grid):
u* - u n
 u n  u n    2 u n  0
t FD

u n 1 - u * 1
 p n 1  0

t FD
 2 p n 1 


t FD

  u n 1  0

  u* ,

n  p n 1  0

tFD > x2/tMD
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Atomistic Region → Molecular Dynamics
Truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential

: Characteristic length, particle diameter.
: Characteristic energy.
τ(m2/)1/2: Characteristic time of the potential.
rc: Cut-off distance, usually 2.2for fluids
Integrate with velocity-Verlet, time step ΔtMD=0.005τ
Determine parameters for fluid continuum model:
Temperature 1.1/kB, density =0.81m-3, viscosity =2.14-3.
Wall (111) surface of fcc crystal
Wall-fluid interaction wf controls flow boundary condition (BC)
wf → no-slip BC, S=0

Hybrid Algorithm Applied to Fluids
Continuum: Incompressible Navier-Stokes (Projection method)
Atomistic: Molecular dynamics of Lennard-Jones atoms, no-slip
Potential: U(r) =4((/r)12 - (/r)6] ; Units , 

MD  Continuum

uJ 

Continuum  MD

1
NJ

NJ

1
NJ

v
i 1

NJ

v
i 1

i

i

 u J (t )

mx i  Fi 

1
NJ

Fi  

NJ

F
k 1

k

m

Du J
,
Dt


VikLJ .

x k

Potential confines
particles at y3
Insert/remove
number of particles
equal to net flux
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Equation of Motion for Constrained Particles
The equation of motion for the particle i:
x i 

Fi
D u J (t )
1 NJ

Fi 
, Fi  


m N J m i 1
Dt
x i

V

LJ
ij

j

Finite Difference Scheme for the equation of motion:
x(t  t MD )  2x(t )  x(t  t MD )

2
t MD
Fi
1 NJ
1

Fi 

t MD
m N J m i 1

 1

 NJ

NJ

 v (t )  u
i 1

i

J


(t ) 


tFD=40tMD → Staggered time grid
Average MD over tFD to fix continuum boundary
Extrapolate continuum to integrate next MD interval

Particle Confinement and Mass Flux
External force F for y2  y  y3

Fy  p0

( y  y2 )
1  ( y  y2 ) /( y3  y2 )

Continuum

y3
y2

Maintain a mass flux by introducing
particles n(x,t) near y  y2

mn( x, t )   Au y ( x, y2 , t )t MD

Langevin thermostat for y2  y  y3 :
V LJ (rij )
myi  
 my i   i
xi
j i
 i (t ) j (t )   ij (t  t )2k BT

Overlap

y1
y0

MD

Werder et al. J. Comp. Phys. 205, 373 (2005)
claim artifacts, but use different implementation
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Dynamic Couette Flow
Schematic of simulation
Moving Wall

U

Hybrid solution (symbols) tracks
full continuum (lines) as a function
of time after motion starts

Continuum
Overlap
MD
Still Wall

tFE=40tMD

X. B. Nie, S. Y. Chen, W. N. E
and M. O. Robbins, J. Fluid
Mech. 2004.

Flow past a rough wall

U

Moving Wall

Streamlines from hybrid  MD
includes flow between regions
Continuum fails because doesn’t match
complex boundary condition near bump
Roughness reduces slip

Continuum
Overlap
MD
Still Wall

Hybrid vs. MD Hybrid vs. Continuum
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Including Heat Flux
 u  0

tu  u  u  p  2u

  u  2  u y  2  u u y  2 
 T 

2
 
   x 
cV   u  T    T   2 x   2
x
y

x  

 t




  y



Heat capacity cV, for
incompressible fluid
cV 

3kB 
2
Ek
1 
2m  3N (kBT )2

 

2

1


kB
  2.43
m


Determination of Thermal Conductivity λ
J (t )   v i  i 
i

1
2

2

1
 rij Fij  v i 
2 i , j ,i  j

 i  mi v i 

Heat current

1
  (rij )
2 j

Site energy

Thermal conductivity λ is calculated using Green-Kubo formula


1
3Vk BT 2





0

J (0)  J (t ) dt 

t
3Vk BT 2

N m
1

 J ( m  n)  J ( n)
m 1 ( N  m) n 1
M
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Coupling Scheme: Momentum and Energy
MDContinuum :
1
NJ

v

i

 u J , MD (t )

i

1
1
 m( v i u J ,MD ) 2  TJ ,MD (t )
N J 1 i 2

ContinuumMD (Constraint Dynamics and velocity rescaling):
Du J ,C (t )

1
NJ

v

i 

Fi
1

 Fi
m N J m i 1

xi 

Du J ,C (t )
Fi
1 NJ

 Fi  Dt
m N J m i 1

i

 u J ,C (t )

 i
Dt

Fi  
V LJ rij 
xi j i
xi 

i

NJ

v i  u J , MD 

TJ ,C
TJ , MD

 v i  u J , MD 



i

0

i

X. Nie et al. JFM 500, 55-64 (2004)

J. Liu, S. Chen, X. Nie, and M. O.
Robbins, J Comp. Phys. (2007)

Mass flux across the interface :
n   Au y t FD / m

Temperature in Steady State Couette Flow
Moving Wall

U

T2

Continuum

Hybrid solution tracks pure MD

Overlap
MD
Still Wall

At boundaries of overlap region:
rms MD veloc.  continuum T

T1

Reproduces behavior in fluid and
Kapitza resistance at solid-fluid
interface
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Singular Cavity Flow
Continuum approach: Navier-Stokes + no-slip boundary condition (bc)
Usually phenomenological no-slip bc has little effect at large scales
Corner flow Molecular scale
influences macroscopic forces

r

No-slip boundary condition is
discontinuous at corners a, b
Stress diverges as 1/r
Log divergence in total force
on wall

y

x

Only need atomic information near corners
 Use hybrid method that treats bulk with continuum
Navier-Stokes equations, corners with MD

Coupling in Overlap Region
MD  Navier Stokes
Mean atomic velocity gives
boundary condition to NS eqs.
Continuum  MD
1) Average tangential MD velocity in
shadowed bins forced to NS value:
x i 

Fi
1

m mN J

NJ

F 
j1

j

Du J

, Fj    VjkLJ
Dt
x k

2) Normal MD velocity constrained by
matching mass flux at boundary

Have tested:
Agrees with pure MD calculations.
Independent of continuum grid 1, 3 and 6and specific set of
constrained velocities (within MD noise)
X.B. Nie, S.Y. Chen and M. R. Robbins, Physics of Fluids 2004.
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NS and Hybrid Velocities Near Corners
hybrid

Effect like slip BC on scale S
S is larger of ~2 and U/0.1
discreteness shear-thinning
Hard to use effective Navier BC: spatially varying, nonlinear

Treating Large Range of Length Scales
Problem: Size of atomistic region independent of system size L
BUT time to equilibrate NS flow field grows with L.
Initial approach limited to L~0.1m.
Solution: Multigrid and time approach
Integrate to steady state at each scale with optimum time step.
Iterate between scales till self-consistent (~10 times).
Result: Size limited only by onset of non-steady, turbulent flow
Show results for 0.3mm cavities.
> 10 orders of magnitude faster than fully atomistic
~ 20 minutes per iteration
Use average over 16 MD representations to accelerate
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Schematic of Local Refinement
Coarse ->Fine: Prolongation.

Fine->Coarse: Restriction.
M

M

Flow at each scale reaches steady state at its own
characteristic time

Multiscale Solution for Re=6400 (U=0.068)
0.1mm

23

25

27

29

211

• Ten grid levels, largest 256x256, others 64x64, smallest mesh 0.95
• Dashed lines: the regions expanded in successive plots. Final plot  MD region
• Stokes equations bottom corners self-similar under mag. by ~16 (red arrows)
This scaling is cut off by atomic structure.
• Computational time saving more than 1010 over fully atomistic.
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Stress along the moving wall

Shear stress on wall

Three regions contribute to force F:
Atomistic, Stokes, high Re

Re=UL/

Re=6400

Re=25 – 6400

U=0.27 /τ

U=0.27 /τ

Breakdown of Stokes for r<S – atomistic or r>RI /U – inertial
Little change for r < RI as increase Re by increasing L
Large r contribution gives change in F for fixed U, atomic props.

Total Force on the Moving Wall
Re - only parameter in continuum theory
Find strong variation with U at fixed Re, atomic model
F
 f S  f Stokes  f Re
U

Re=400

r<S
U ()
○ 0.27
□
0.68

S<r<RI RI<r

f S  4 .3
8
f Stokes  2
ln( RI / S )
 4
f Re  3.85  1.98Re 0.434

fS given by assumption that stress saturates at S
fRe is phenomenological fit
S= 0.3+ 7UtLJ;
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Summary for Multiscale Fluid Flow
• We have developed a multiscale hybrid method that can
simulate a macro-length scale flow while still resolving the
atomistic structure in a small region. Treats mass and heat
flux
• The ability to resolve the stress on all scales enables the first
calculation of the drag force on the moving wall in cavity
flow. The force depends on three dimensionless numbers:
Re 

UL
U
S US
, I
and Rm  
.



rI

• Algorithm adapted to dynamic interfaces
Initial results for contact line motion will be extended to study
interface shape and stress over wide range of length scales.
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